The Ponds Covid -19 Rules and Procedures
FOR The PONDS Customers
We understand that some may have apprehension when joining in a Ponds skating program. IF
you are unsure, please stay home. We are all new to this and the rules and guidelines are
constantly changing as we all move forward. We may have more “rink rules” as we are given
more information.
We have cleaned and sanitized, in accordance with CDC guidelines, the entirety of the building
and will have contactless points of entry. Sanitizing will be constant and ongoing for the
foreseeable future. We have spent a lot of time and money getting the best equipment to
keep everyone as safe as possible.
We ask that you follow all rules and directions from The Ponds staff as we all find a “new
normal”, those that do not wish to do so, will be asked to leave.
You will be REQUIRED to sign a Covid-19 waiver on your and your child’s behalf before any
activity inside the building.

WE ask that each player/parent/participant SELF MONITOR for signs of
illness. ANY signs of illness you must stay away from the building and
participation!
Payments- credit or check No cash until further notice.
Illness- We MAY “thermo shoot” every customer coming into the building. ANYONE over a 100
degree temperature will be turned away and not allowed to enter that day (we suggest you
quarantine until reduced temperature).
Social distancing- should be followed at all times when in the building. Follow directions or
markings please.
Locker rooms- Social distancing (see markers on floor/benches) will be required. NO SHOWER
facilities will be available for use in the arena.
Water bottles- ABSOLUTELY NO SHARING, if you want water, bring your own bottle with a
clearly marked name on it.
Masks- All players/skaters will be strongly suggested to wear a mask (CDC suggested type and
style) while inside the building. (NOT REFERING TO A HOCKEY MASK/SHIELD/CAGE)
Spitting- ANY spitting will be grounds for immediate removal from the building/program.
Dressing- it is strongly suggest that you come dressed and ready to skate. Space may be
limiting to do so at the rink. All Gear MUST always be worn on the ice and bench area. DO not
remove your gloves!
Congregating/assembly inside the building- This will be kept to an absolute minimum for
players with floor marking and entry and exit directions. Parents, we strongly encourage you
to drop off and head back outdoors.
Time frame PLAYERS- 15 minutes before and after a scheduled ice event you will be in/out of
the building, no if ands or buts!!
Time frame FANS- 5 minutes before and after a scheduled ice event you will be in/out of the
building, no if ands or buts!! 4 immediate family members max per player!!!!
Concessions- Until further notice no concessions will be available.

